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Gender neutral housing to be
available for all upperclassmen
IZZY MAKMAN
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

“The Housing & Residence Life
Office seeks to increase inclusivity, sup¬
port the College’s non-discrimination
policy, decrease heteronormative as¬
sumptions regarding housing assign¬
ments and respect the diversity within
gender, sex and sexuality” according
to an e-mail to the student body from
Housing Coordinator and Resident Life
Assistant Mina Beveny. The e-mail was
sent on January 17th to inform students
of the gender neutral housing that will
be offered to upper class students in the
2012-2013 academic year.
According to Dean Erin Foster
Zsiga, the Dean of Students office
has been researching the possibility
of gender neutral housing for several
years. After numerous discussions with
deans of other institutions, the Bates

administration decided that it was time
to implement gender neutral housing.
“We decided that it was important to
support the non-discrimination policy,
and that this was just the right thing to
do” said Dean Foster Zsiga, “we want
people to be able to choose roommates
based on compatibility and not based
on gender”. Walter Fairfax T2, an ac¬
tive student participant in the housing
initiative process, said, “we espouse be¬
ing an inclusive, accepting school yet
we have such strict gender divisions”.
The new housing initiative will allow
all upper class students to live with the
roommate of their choice, regardless
of gender. The only restriction will be
that each building must not exceed 55
percent occupancy by one gender. Only
Stillman and Herrick houses will remain
all male and all female, respectively, at
the request of students.
“The Deans recognize that the cur¬

rent housing system is extremely het¬
eronormative, it’s an outdated model”
said Fairfax. He emphasized the contra¬
diction within the old housing system
wherein a straight couple cannot live
together but a homosexual one can. He
repeated the concern he hears most of¬
ten regarding the new housing option;
what would happen if a couple were
to live together and then break up? “I
don’t know many couples that would
live together in the first place” said Fair¬
fax, “but you can always end up hating
the person you live with, regardless of
whether or not you started out sleeping
together”.
Beveny explained that many insti¬
tutions employ gender neutral housing
on a smaller scale. Some schools offer
mixed gender suits, like those in the
Village, where the bedrooms are single
gender but the suits are co-ed. Others

Garcelon housing construction
to break ground Aug. 2012
GARDINER NARDINI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The College will continue with its
capital development plans this summer
as it breaks ground on the construc¬
tion of three brand new residence halls.
Located on the field that extends from
the front of Smith Hall to Garcelon
Field, the Garcelon housing facilities
will accommodate up to 280 students
and feature an array of design elements
aimed to enhance campus living and
environmental sustainability, said Lynne
Deninger, Associate Principal for Bos¬
ton based building design firm Cannon
Design.
The main dormitory will be locat¬
ed on the edge of the field closest to
alumni walk, while the other two will be
situated in a “L” shape at the north end
of the field, just north of the current
pine-tree line. The two north facilities
will be connected by an enclosed, sus¬
pended walkway.

See HOUSING, PAGE 4

Last Thursday a troupe of architects
from Cannon held an open meeting on
campus to explain the planning process
and give a projected timeline for con¬
struction. According to Deninger, who
was the lead presenter, the project has
moved past concept design, where bud¬
get determinations are made, and into
the schematic design phase, in which ar¬
chitects decide on more specific design
features and their technical implemen¬
tation.
More housing is needed to absorb
students who would have been placed
in Wood Street residences, which are
being vacated to make way for future
capital projects on the campus’ south¬
ern end. The new dorms will also relieve
the overcrowding that currendy plagues
housing facilities across campus. In par¬
ticular, the College hopes to empty out
the basement rooms in Smith and cre¬
ate some sort of community space in
Adams.
See GARCELON, PAGE 4
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Downeast Cider: new alumni founded Co. not hard-pressed for attention
HILLARY CHISHOLM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Regardless of class year, students
return from winter vacation utterly
fed up with the question, “What are
you planning on doing after college?”
Whether it comes from nosy fam¬
ily members or old acquaintances, the
question evokes emotions of stress, as
we are not only still young, but also en¬
tering a job market and economy that
remains competitive and uncertain.
The daunting task of finding a ca¬
reer path that cannot only support you,
but one that also makes you happy, may
seem impossible. However, one group
of Batesies seem to be well on their way
to figuring it all out. Class of 2011 alums
Ben Manter, Ross Brockman and Tyler
Mosher have started their own compa¬
ny, Downeast Cider. Within the last year
their business has evolved from mere
dinner table chatter to involving weekly
meetings in Pettengill Hall. These meet¬
ings have finally proved fruitful, result¬

ing in the company’s fine craft cider
now being served on tap in local bars.
The ideas and motivation of Manter,
Brockman and Mosher offer an exem¬
plary model to those looking to follow
their passion and capitalize on opportu¬
nities in the market and economy.
Since August the three friends have
taken on the development of Downeast
Cider full time. Manter has assumed the
title of Head of Operations, Brockman
is Head of Marketing and Mosher is
acting as Head of Sales. As a result of
long hours and tough decisions, the trio
has created a product that they expect
to fill an important gap in the industry:
a good quality craft cider that they hope
will one day be distributed on a com¬
mercial level. Based out of Waterville,
Maine, the company strives to create a
local product of high quality that “sup¬
ports local farmers and businesses,”
according to Brockman. Currently, the
apples for the cider come from Ricker
Hill Orchards in Turner, Maine, only
thirteen miles from campus. Even as

their company grows, Downeast Cider
has vowed to “never use concentrate or
cheaper apples,” said Brockman. They
see their product not only as something
that they are proud of, but also as some¬
thing that brings business and keeps it
in Maine. “From delivery to produc¬
tion, it’s ours,” said Brockman. The trio
“live and die by what [they] are doing,”
and although it is a rigorous path, they
find their work satisfying and never
have to be pushed to get it done. Ac¬
cording to Brockman, “It’s easy work,
different than writing a paper.” None
of the young entrepreneurs had any ex¬
perience in marketing or other aspects
of starting a business, although as a Bi¬
ology Major, Manter wrote his Senior
Thesis on making hard cider. “We’re
not industry geniuses... it just takes ef¬
fort and time,” said Brockman.
Downeast Cider is now on tap in
local pubs such as the Cage, Pub 33 and
The Blue Goose. If you are of age, defi¬
nitely brave the cold to taste some of
their delicious product!
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After graduating from Bates College in 2011, Brockman, Manter and Mosher started
their own local company, Downeast Cider. DOWNEAST CIDER/COURTESY PHOTO
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Sports

You should really stop using
your cell phone

Nezinscot Farm: a local treat

Men’s basketball beats Conn. College
and Wesleyan

Alec Greenberg ’n explores the real dan¬
gers of how much you use the device that
is in your hand right now

Serving omelettes, pancakes, burgers,
baked goods and more., you alw ays know
where the food at Nezinscot comes from

Hoopster extend NESCAC win streak to
four PAGE 8
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Wondering what the Wikipedia, Reddit blackouts were all about?
CURTIS RHEINGOLD
STAFF WRITER

For those unaware, this past
Wednesday, Jan. 18, over 7,000 websites
including Wikipedia, Reddit, Google
and Tumblr all protested two proposed
anti-online piracy laws. These sites ei¬
ther fully “blacked out,” making all con¬
tent unavailable, or posted information
in protest of bills — the Stop Online
Piracy Act (SOPA) and the PROTECT
IP Act (PIPA).
Both bills have the same goal: to
suppress online piracy, more particular¬
ly piracy from “foreign rogue websites”
— that is, sites that are hosted outside
of the United States and therefore are
exempt from U.S. laws. While there are
several small differences in the wording
between the two bills, the main differ¬
ence is that SOPA is in the House of
Representatives and PIPA is in the Sen¬
ate.
However, opponents of both bills
are justified in their dissent of SOPA
and PIPA, bills that Eric Schmidt,
Google’s former CEO and current ex¬
ecutive chairman, called “draconian.”
Superficially, laws that intend to
stop online piracy would seem to have
good intentions, but the devil is in-the
details. More specifically, wording in¬
cluded in both bills is extremely vague.
SOPA allows for the Attorney General
as well as copyright holders such as the
RIAA or the MPAA to seek court or¬
ders against websites that “engage in,
enable or facilitate” copyright infringe¬

Imagine a World
Without Free Knowledge
For over &
we Move spent millions of hours building the
largest encyclopedia in human history. Right now, the U.S.
Congress is considering legislation that could fatally damage
the ifcee and open Internet For 24 hours, to raise awareness, we
are blacking out Wikipedia. Learn more.

RACHEL BAUMANN/THE BATES STUDENT
This is the page that popped up when anyone tried to search anything on Wikipedia Wednesday, January 18th. Few completed their homework that day.

ment.
Such court orders could have a
range of consequences: online adver¬
tising companies or payment partners
(such as PayPal) could be prevented
from conducting business with the in¬
fringing websites, search engines such
as Google or Bing could be forced to
block the infringing site from appear¬
ing in search results, and ISPs (Internet
Service Providers) could be required to
block all access to such sites. The ac¬
cused website could fight the charges in
court, but the site would still be blocked
until a judicial decision is made. And for

websites that depend on advertising or
payment partners as their sole source of
revenue, even one accusation of copy¬
right infringement, on top of lawyer
fees, would eliminate this income for a
potentially lengthy amount of time.
These potential costs would be
devastating for a small business or start¬
up company’s website. Sites that might
otherwise exist will not be able to af¬
ford the potentially expensive litiga¬
tion. And, according to Tier 1 Research,
since $30 billion is generated each year
by small to medium sized hosting com¬
panies, jobs and revenue would most

certainly be lost.
Under the current copyright in¬
fringement law, the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA), hosts or ISPs
are threatened with potential lawsuits
for doing business with infringing sites.
This gives the company and infringing
customer time to investigate or appeal
the takedown. Under SOPA or PIPA,
the ISPs and search engines that com¬
ply with takedown notices would re¬
ceive immunity in the courts. Therefore,
there is a huge incentive for them to
simply cut off their customers without
asking any questions.

The bill’s vague language of “en¬
gaging” or “enabling” means that any
copyrighted image, video or other in¬
tellectual property that’s found on any
website could result in the entire site be¬
ing shut down. Even if a user posts an
infringing link in the comments section
of a website, the site would still be at
fault if the link is not removed. Effec¬
tively, the Internet would be censored.
In a letter to Congress, Lawrence
Tribe, a constitutional law expert from
Harvard Law School, wrote, “Conceiv¬
ably, an entire website containing tens
of thousands of pages could be target¬
ed if only a single page were accused
of infringement. Such an approach
would create severe practical problems
for sites with substantial user-generated
content, such as Facebook, Twitter and
Youtube, and for blogs that allow users
to post videos, photos and other mate¬
rials.”
Fortunately, the blackouts of Janu¬
ary 18 were successful. Over ten million
people signed online petitions against
the bills and over three million emails
were sent to congressmen in protest of
the bill. Fourteen previously dissenting
Senators came out against PIPA. Presi¬
dent Obama spoke out against the bills.
In the end, voting for SOPA and PIPA
was indefinitely postponed. However,
despite the postponement, the bills are
technically still alive in Congress since
no voting has occurred yet. Supporters
of a free Internet must be ready to pro¬
test again if either bill returns.

p Forum»Columnist

The technology question: using cell phones is a lot more dangerous than you think
ALEC GREENBERG
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

Last week our Managing Forum
Editor Rachel Baumann raised some
interesting points about cell phones.
Namely that she had seen a five-yearold playing with an iPhone. As some¬
one who is part of the “Facebook gen¬
eration,” I know from experience that
this five-year old playing with addictive
technology is something that should be
carefully monitored.
Facebook is a cultural revolution
that has managed to seep into almost
everything. Artie’s Old Fashioned Din¬
er’s sign crows: “Don’t forget to like us
on Facebook!” And then there are the
goofy newscasts that brag about how
they got 52 Facebook comments on

their page in an hour. Please. Stop the
presses.
But since much can be written
about Facebook and its social impact,
let’s switch back to the cell phone is¬
sue. If what Rachel reports is true, that
litde children are holding cell phones
more and more often, there is cause
for serious concern. Rachel’s point that
children are being socialized to inter¬
act more with an iPhone is disconcert¬
ing enough. Heck, I saw a toddler at
Thanksgiving going to town on an iPad.
They might seem like convenient, all-inone toys, but the fact is there is so much
more at stake because of the radiation
that phones give off.
It has been proven that youth
have developing brains that need to
be sheathed from dangerous radiation.
Children and teens have thinner skulls

that are less able to withstand the waves
that cell phones emit. So the youngest
generation stands to lose the most. Ad¬
ditionally, the autism epidemic could be
linked to pregnant mothers who have
been exposed to cell phone radiation.
I don’t think it’s even worth taking a
chance on our heirs and heiresses to be.
“I strongly believe that sooner or
later, the real dangers of cell phones are
going to be understood. This has all
the makings of a tobacco-sized tragedy
— at one time no one would have be¬
lieved that cigarettes could be danger¬
ous either.”
These are the words of one of the
best-kept secrets in American medicine:
Dr. Joseph Mercola, an alternative med¬
icine deluge of valuable information.
His articles are backed with links to
streamlined academic journals with sol¬

id research. I respect his information
enough to be disturbed by the compari¬
son of cell phones to cigarettes.
Wouldn’t it make sense though?
Smoking was a cultural phenomenon
similar to what Facebook is for its time.
Cigarettes began appearing in major
motion pictures, much like the epidemic
of Facebook stickers that are plastered
on restaurant pickets.
The more disconcerting fact, how¬
ever, is that cell phones are far more
integral to our increasingly fast-paced
way of life. People would have to back¬
track their way of communicating with
friends and family if cell phone research
establishes the trend Dr. Mercola be¬
lieves it will. Although cell phones are
not physiologically addictive, they’ve
become part of our social fabric. Time
will tell which type of dependence is

^ Forum » Columnist

more difficult to sever.
Mercola points out the enormity
of the telecommunications industry.
There is vast monetary incentive for
corporate scientists to manipulate data
to show that cell phones are “safe.”
How confident are you that CNN is
feeding you updated information as it
pertains to health? I recently watched a
“News Hour” spot in which a crocodil¬
ian dermatologist attempted to explain
the difference between UVB and UVR
rays emitted by the sun, and how sun¬
block fit into the picture. It was like
watching a mime in a white coat.
Has anyone else seen the sign past¬
ed on a professor’s office door on the
first floor of Pettengill that reads: “Es¬
chew Obfuscation?” I have. It’s time
we took a closer look at who stands to
gain what in the medical system.

Digitz

The case for better fitness facilities
SCOTT OLEHNIK
STAFF WRITER

I spend a lot of time at the gym,
as anyone who knows me will tell you.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays I’m
in Underhill pumping iron, while Tues¬
days, Thursdays and Saturdays I’m in
Merrill doing cardiovascular exercise.
This time, spent nearly each day, helps
to keep me sane as well as in shape,
given that I don’t play organized sports
anymore.
Something, though, has become
patently apparent: our fitness facilities
are woefully inadequate. Anyone who
frequents the cardio theater in Merrill
or the weight room in Underhill af¬
ter classes will tell you the same thing.
Namely, that it can be nearly impossible
to get your workout in when half the
campus is trying to do so at the same
time.
I often find myself arriving upstairs
in Merrill only to wait, hoping someone
is nearing the end of his or her work¬
out. Similarly, I have on occasion gone
to lift, only to find the gym completely
packed. It’s not always worth it to me
to have to wait around, so I cancel my
workout for the day. It’s not the most
beneficial move, but I can’t always be
bothered to wade through the sea of
exercisers.
You might think I’m lazy, or even
unmotivated, but I’m really trying to il¬
lustrate the fact—and I don’t think this
is lost on anybody—that some of our
facilities are starting to show their age.
Specifically, those community spaces
like the athletic facilities. We may be in
the midst of a facilities update that will
take the better part of two decades, but
that certainly doesn’t mean that I can’t
complain about our present.
I

What do I propose? Well, being
from Maine, and having friends at the
University of Maine at Orono, I’ve
seen the wonderful project they re¬
cently completed. Their new Student
Recreation and Fitness Center is, to put
it plainly, amazing. The last time I was
there, I had the opportunity to use the
facility and I was blown away by the
majesty of the place.
It really is the kind of space that
Bates should aspire to build. Certainly,
it is much larger than what we as a cam¬
pus need or could use, but on a half¬
scale, it could be what we need. The
building itself has a silver LEED cer¬
tification, and stands out on campus as
a place for much more than just fitness.
I will spare the particulars, but the
facility features a vast array of cardio
equipment, extensive free weights and
machines, basketball and racquetball
courts, function rooms and a pool. Cer¬
tainly, some of these features might be
a bit excessive, but the difference be¬
tween what we have here and what they
have there is jarring. We could surely
use a center that draws people together
for recreation under one roof.
Of course, at a bigger state school
there are resources we don’t have ac¬
cess to and it is easier to spend $25 mil¬
lion on a new fitness center. But before
I start comparing apples to oranges, I
have to reiterate that I’m just throwing
around ideas.
My argument over¬
all is that a new fitness center needs to
be, and I believe it is, included in the
ongoing facilities update. I know that
we won’t see it in our time here, but
the benefits to future classes cannot be
understated. For now though, I’ll just
groan every time I go to the gym, and
look longingly at gyms at other institu¬
tions.
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different ways to
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Finscher s “Dragon Tattoo” different but the same
NED BOOTH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In toe of Steig Larrson’s original
novel and a Swedish-produced 2009
film, David Fincher’s The Girl With the
Drawn Tattoo has finished its theater
run to near universal acclaim, but sev¬
eral critics remain nonplussed on a sin¬
gle impasse: the proper representation
of the story’s defiant and dangerous
heroine, Lisbeth Salander. Salander no
doubt is the reason “Tattoo” is a world¬
wide phenomenon but many critics,
Monika Bartyzel of Movies.com in paticular, disapproved of Fincher’s choice
to inflect Salander with a softer, more
vulnerable characterization.
In her Dec. 22, 2011 write-up
on the film, “Softening and Sexualizing Lisbeth Salander,” Bartyzel argues
that Fincher, from pre-production
photo-shoots to the film’s more erotic
moments, diminishes a character em¬
blematic of gendered injustice and
transgressive social identity to another
fetishized Hollywood sex object.
Fincher’s choices, claims Bartyzel,
“speak to society’s overwhelming dis¬

comfort with the unclassifiable, whether
it’s a person’s sexuality, a terrible person
doing good things, or the motivations
of a young woman who has been hor¬
rifically mistreated, mentally and physi¬
cally, for decades.” She cites subtle plot
changes, such as Salander asking her
partner Blomkvist permission whether
she may chase down his attacker, to il¬
lustrate her remodeling from solitary
sparkplug to “a romantic figure that
softens as she takes on an older man’s
guidance.” As fellow critic Joe Lozito
apdy puts it, “The film was not made
by men who hate women, but certainly
by men who are more comfortable with
women as love interests for male he¬
roes.”
Bartyzel examines Rooney
Mara and Noomi Rapace’s respective
turns as Salander for good measure. In
Oplev’s 2009 film, Rapace’s muscular
frame and terse, silent demeanor pres¬
ent Salander as a foreign body, victim to
and alien avenger against a dominating,
misogynist world that has wronged her
since her youth.
“[She] reacts to rather than insti¬
gates” the injustice around her, and in

a cold, distant and disciplined way. Al¬
ternatively, Bartyzel finds Mara’s Lis¬
beth “always belligerent and childishly
snarky,” whose fragility is ballasted by
her supervision and sexualization at the
hands of Daniel Craig’s Blomkvist.
Instead of a defender of differ¬
ence, Mara’s Lisbeth remains a con¬
fused child, a feral animal frozen in so¬
cial and sexual ambiguity who needs to
be tamed and “set straight” by a calm,
conventional male counterpart. Like
the classic “female” tropes Bartyzel
sees tacked onto the character, Mara’s
rendition is a woman who needs to be
saved — who settles for being spoken
for rather than speak for herself.
Bartyzel overlooks what Amy
Taubin finds essential to the BlomkvistSalander tandem: it is not the woman
who needs to be rescued from danger
in this narrative, it is the man — and not
once, but twice. Taubin’s article “The
Defiant Ones” in the latest issue of
Film Comment offers a satisfying retort
to Bartyzel’s quibbling over feminine ar¬
chetypes. Emphasized sex appeal aside,
Fincher’s Salander maintains her ruth¬
less outsider status representative of

her creator’s political ideals.
As Taubin remarks, the basis of
Salander’s character, motives and histo¬
ry are too vast for narrative convention,
or the audience’s collective imagination.
Mara may display classical beauty and
infantile traits, but she remains Salander
to the core: an intellectual and sexual
force unable to be institutionalized by
social typology. Ironically, Blomkvist
is the one who plays house. As Blom¬
kvist blunders around the Vanger estate,
even into the do-badder’s lair, Salander
does the real detective work: she trav¬
els, researches and saves her partner’s
life as well as his reputation. If Fincher
meant to cheapen Salander’s character,
he would have done more than give her
a china doll frame: he would have let
Blomkvist at least do something sub¬
stantial in solving the mystery.
Despite external appearances,
Mara retains the retribution that guides
Salander in other adaptations. Her
consultation of Blomkvist to go after
his attacker is not a matter of obedi¬
ence but a vivid understanding of the
boundaries and margins that establish
social identity, and respect for the repri¬

sals necessary when those borders have
been breached.
A similar refrain comes in the film’s
ending. Some viewers may interpret Sa¬
lander’s failed gift-giving as a yearning
for conventionality — that picture-book
liberal-cum-heterosexual fantasy that
spurns so much of Hollywood’s fluff
— but Salander’s turn-away is a staunch
commitment to what is, unfortunately,
all too ephemeral in a world as base as
ours: honest, forthright connection to
another, grounded not in power or con¬
trol but in mutual respect. Ironically,
that may very well be that unclassifiable
element society finds so discomfiting.
While the roots of these is¬
sues are dealt with only obliquely in
Tattoo - the Vanger mystery is mired
in corporate industry, state institutions
and the roots of fascism — Fincher’s
representation of Salander remains as
uncompromising as ever. Indeed, she
may be softer and more sexual, but she
is someone who, in an increasingly ho¬
mogenized world, thinks and speaks for
herself. In a world run by men who
hate women, she is a woman who loves
humanity, wherever one can find it. For
this commentator, that’s sexy enough.
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Now, I thee wed. Marriages failing everywhere Building a better Bates community
NERISSA BROBBEY
STAFF WRITER

I am not married. I will not be for
many years. Hardly any student on cam¬
pus is married. I understand this is a farreaching topic for an eighteen-year old,
but I have parents, and from the point
of view of a daughter, I can also have
my say.
This issue pops up every other day
on the Internet. Kim Kardashian was
infamously in holy matrimony for 72
days. Sinead O’Connor (if anyone still
remembers her) recendy wanted to call
off her 16-day nuptials to her fourth
husband. Katy Perry’s far better per¬
formance of 13 months is also another
recent story. Elizabeth Taylor was mar¬
ried eight times (twice to the same guy).
Celebrity culture mocks and cheapens
such a beautiful, intimate union. And

it is not just celebrities; there are some
ordinary people who have also achieved
matrimonial feats worthy of the Guin¬
ness Book of World Records.
In our modern world, we have cre¬
ated the marriage alternative; the nonlegal binding co-habitation. Co-habita¬
tion has been made popular by those
who have no right to marry, by those
who oppose the traditional, religious in¬
stitution altogether, and by those who
are just a wee bit overwhelmed by the
finality and the responsibility the union
entails as well as the expense of a ter¬
mination. Just like traditional marriag¬
es, there are many successes and epic
failures regarding this new institution.
Johnny Depp just recendy allegedly
opted out of his 14-year happily unmar¬
ried life while designer Tom Ford has
been going strong with his partner for
more than twenty years now.
Which is better? There have been
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studies that state that long-term part¬
nerships that eventually crumbled
could have been saved by the formality
of marriage. But there are other stud¬
ies that say legal binding doesn’t matter,
and I agree. Any achievement or failure
depends on the people involved and not
the contract. Someone like Kim Kar¬
dashian should stick to co-habitation.
It looks less ridiculous and disrespect¬
ful when she decides to spontaneously
change boyfriends.
There are a few celebrities that de¬
serve a mention when it came to stick¬
ing to their beloved ones; Meryl Streep
loved her husband diligently and Judy
Dench was there until death did her
part. Now that is a real marriage. I
would prefer it if people did not poke
fun at the beauty of marriage by treat¬
ing it like a dress that can be discarded.
And I say that from an entirely secular
perspective.
My parents have known each other
for thirty years and been married for
twenty-four. From a young woman with
married parent’s point of view, a strong,
stable, loving family is all that is needed
to grow up properly- whether it comes
via co-habitation or ye olde knot-tying.
Children should only be born into
strong unions, not fickle ones. Unfor¬
tunately, this is not reality.
It may seem as if we are too mod¬
ern or too forward thinking to want
to consider any type of union with an
ounce of old-fashioned charm but it is
not so. All I have to say is that I hope
when Batesies grow older and end up
having to pop the question or give a
reply, they will remember that love is
divine and not a toy to be played with.
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EVAN BINDER
STAFF WRITER

From the first information session
one attends in the summer going into
their senior year of high school, each
member of the Bates community is
inundated with how they are a part of
such a unique community. From short
term activities to winter carnival to one
location for all to eat together, we are
provided with and indoctrinated into
the one campus-wide fraternity, as op¬
posed to subdivisions within the col¬
lege. And all of this leads to the build¬
ing of the new dorms.
Now it may seem like I am about
to start rallying the troops against the
Bardwell dorms that are being built
adjacent to the football field. It’s easy
to recall the cynic in us and say that,
someway, somehow, the new dorms go
against our campus-wide philosophy of
one Bates, one community. In actuality,
the proposed plans for the new dorms
show a renewed commitment to inclusivity and one unified student body.
Unlike previous dorms built (280
College Street and the Village), the
plans for the new dorms, in addition
to offering additional housing, provide
many new locales and environments
to relax, watch the game, study or just
lounge around with friends. The detail
paid to the inclusivity shows how, in the
building of the new dorms, fulfilling
the Bates community mantra takes pre¬
cedence over maximizing housing space
and bang for the buck.
For those who are not aware of
the proposed plans, the new dorms are
planned to include many community
spaces for all to use. On the ground
floors of both buildings, there will be no
individual rooms. Instead, each building

will have a large lounge, a kitchen, mul¬
tiple study rooms, a game room, along
with the typical laundry rooms. Each
floor has multiple lounges and study
rooms. Unlike 280, which houses all
class years but segregates them by floor,
freshmen will live on the same floor as
upperclassmen, as there will be a mix of
singles and doubles on every floor. All
of these developments are within the
intentions of providing personal, invit¬
ing spaces for all members of the Bates
community to use.
By expending so much time, mon¬
ey, and resources into developments
into the environment and personality
of each building, Bates is affirming that
the community each student inhabits is
more than an admissions tagline. It is a
philosophy that can ring true. Although
there have been instances in which stu¬
dents may call into question the mo¬
tives of the college’s administration, the
devotion to the student voice, to the
communal space and to the resources
proves that there is a valid effort being
made to continue to unify students.
With the Village, in its segregated
suites with litde opportunity for inter¬
action with those living around one, it
would be difficult to believe that such
philosophy was a guiding force in the
design of the buildings. Same goes for
the segregated wings that compose 280.
So, instead of simply maximizing space
and cramming as many students into
the new buildings as possible, which
would in turn save money, the develop¬
ments of what could be seen as campus
center in addition to housing fulfills the
cohesiveness that other dorms recendy
built lack. With the new dorms, we can
affirm and know that we are one Bates,
one community, and not feel as if it is
that hollow admission tagline. Because
it simply isn’t.

Response to comments about Budget Committee:

The Student is published weekly
by the students of Bates College
when college is in session. The
Student reserves the right not to
print any article and to edit for
clarity and length.

der 500 words. Please email them
to the Managing Forum Editor at
rbaumann@bates.edu.
Staff: (207) 795-7494
Business: (207) 795-7499
Fax: (207) 786-6035

Staff editorials represent the ma¬
jority of, but not necessarily all, the
views of the editorial board. Views
expressed in Letters to the Editor,
Columns, and Features in the Fo¬
rum section are the opinions of
the writers and may or may not re¬
flect the opinions of the staff. Let¬
ters to the Editor must be received
by 6 p.m. on Sunday for Tuesday’s
publication. Letters should be un¬

347 Bates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
www. batesstude nt.com
Copies of The Student are avail¬
able at locations around campus.
Subscriptions may be purchased
for $20 for one semester and $30
for the year.

As Chair of the BCSG Budget Committee I would like to clarify some of the issues raised in last issue’s paper about
bringing big concerts to Bates and the Budget Committee’s role in that. First, the article quoted Assistant Dean of Stu¬
dents Keith Tannenbaum asserting that both CHC and WRBC received reductions in their budgets compared to prior
years. 'This is untrue. While CHC did get a decrease from $100,000 to $73,312, WRBC got a significant increase from
$30,000 to $49,457. Furthermore, the amount CHC received last year was higher than it had received in previous years.
These changes were purposeful. Last year the Budget Committee believed that an increase in funding to WRBC would
encourage cooperation between the two organizations in bringing large and medium sized concerts to Bates. Second,
rarely can clubs fund everything they wish to fund, so like any other budget they must prioritize where to spend. For
example, CHC brings a large variety of events to campus like comedians, Winter Carnival, and 80s Dance. These
events reflect the priorities of the CHC membership. They may want to bring a large concert but other events may be
considered more important. As for WRBC, they have some fixed costs regarding the operations of the radio station,
but due to their increased budget, WRBC has ample room for concert funding. We hope that both CHC and WRBC
will cooperate with each other to bring a large concert of general interest to Bates. If not, the Budget Committee will
need to reassess its position for next year. Finally we would like to note that there is about $36,000 in the co-sponsor¬
ship fund that CHC and WRBC are encouraged to apply if theyneed additional funding for a big concert As always,
the Budget Committee is happy to help clubs achieve their goals. Tha t is why we are here.

Matt Furlow
BSCG Treasurer
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College, Multifaith Chaplaincy supportive of religious diversity
TESSICA GLANCEY
STAFF WRITER

Some students’ only exposure to
religion in four years of college might
be from the Multifaith Student Group’s
Cookie Brigade during finals week, or a
First Year Orientation program in the
Chapel. Although we take pride that
the College was founded by abolition¬
ists, the part of Bates’ historical narra¬
tive where the tract of land on which
our campus now stands was formerly a
seminary.
163 Wood Street is home to the
Multifaith Chaplaincy and is open to all
members of the College community re¬
gardless of personal denomination. It
works “to facilitate spaces on campus
for general conversation, contempla¬
tion, and justice-making,” according
to Associate Chaplain Emily WrightMagoon. The Chaplaincy collaborates
with various student-run religious orga¬
nizations to celebrate and promote the
understanding of faith.
Eight student Multifaith Fellows
from an array of religious and nonreli¬
gious backgrounds work with the Chap¬
lains to organize events on campus that
support their mission. Student-run re¬
ligious organizations receive additional
support from eight volunteer Associ¬

ated Chaplains of a multitude of faiths
including Quaker, Christian Scientist,
Roman Catholic, Protestant and Mus¬
lim ministers, healers and spiritual lead¬
ers.
Because of the diversity of the Col¬
lege’s student body, some international
students whose religions are the major¬
ity practice at home come to Bates and
feel isolated. “I think Bates is a tolerant
and friendly place, but it can also feel
anti-religious at times,” Wright-Magoon
admitted, adding that some religious
students might feel minimized. “There
are a lot of misunderstandings, assump¬
tions and prejudices about religion in
our culture,” she said. However, Bates
is ahead of the curve in promoting re¬
ligion just by having a Chaplaincy and
Chaplains, according to Wright-Ma¬
goon. Although Bowdoin and Colby
currently do not have full time religious
life staff, both have been interested in
learning its benefits on a small liberal
arts campus, she said.
Events and activities such as the
annual Multifaith Banquet and Inter¬
faith Table, at which students present
their religious identities to one another,
facilitate interfaith conversation and al¬
low students to appreciate the diversity
of religious life at Bates. According to
Wright-Magoon, the programs that are
the most successful are the ones pow-

News » Campus
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Short term the “best time on
campus,” says Reese
HALEY KEEGAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since the late 1960’s, Short Term
has been an integral component of the
College curriculum. Short Term was
originally implemented to make it easier
for students to finish their Bates educa¬
tion in three years. Decades later, Short
Term, now a week shorter than when
it was originally founded, has gone
through several face Efts to become the
five week May semester currently cel¬
ebrated by students.
For all students graduating from
the College prior to 2014, Short Term
courses could only be counted as “pass/
fail” credits. However, students gradu¬
ating in later classes will receive normal
letter-grade credit for their short term
courses. Though only the class years
graduating later than 2013 receive nor¬
mal credits that factor into their GPA
value, students were always given a sym¬
bolic letter grade to reflect their class
performance. The Class of 2014 is the
first for which Short Term grades will
be factored into overall GPA, a change
Associate Dean of Students James Re¬
ese called an overall “good decision.”
Most students seem fairly neutral about
the change. “It doesn’t bother me,” said
Gabby Bilotta T4. “Only taking one
class allows you to focus on it and do
well.”
Reese, however, acknowledged
some criticisms leveled about the
change. He maintains that Short Term
is designed in part to “encourage stu¬
dents to take a class in a completely
different field of study. English majors
could take a Chemistry class and vice
versa”. The change in the grading sys¬
tem, some complain, might discourage
students straying from their comfort
zone and enjoying the interdisciplinary
experience Short Term was designed to
facilitate. On the contrary, Reese noted,
several major requirement courses like
Cellular and Molecular Biology’s, “Cell
Hell” and Mathematics’, “Math Camp,”
occur during short term and professors
encourage students to take them seri¬
ously.

W HOUSING
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

offer one or two houses on campus that
are gender neutral, while the rest of the
housing options are segregated. The
Bates administration, however, wishes
to open up the option to the entire
campus so that students who opt to
live with someone of the opposite sex
are not limited to one or two dorms.
“We’re not expecting the entirety of the
campus to go gender neutral, but we’d
prefer to open it up to the entire upperclass campus and not limit it to 10 peo¬
ple or a specific location on campus”
said Beveny. “We don’t expect drastic
change,” added Fairfax, “but it’s just
about having another option and try¬
ing to be as open and accommodating

ered by students. “With almost all Bates¬
ies, my conversations regarding religion
have been informative and respectful,”
said Multifaith Fellow Mustafa BasijRasika T2. “This in and of itself attests
to the fact that Bates is a community
where differences are accepted.”
“There is so much diversity here.
Bates students come from all over the
world, so we expect them to have dif¬
ferent beliefs and practices of worship”
said Joe Drinkwater T2. “I think with
that there comes a certain respect from
other students, even if they aren’t reli¬
gious at all.”
From the perspective of some stu¬
dents, Bates has been one of the more
accepting environments when it comes

But while requirements do exist for
some fields, the majority of students
find themselves surrounded with op¬
portunities for experiences outside their
normal studies in both on-campus and
abroad Short Terms, regardless of their
grade factoring into their GPA. Local
field trips are far more accessible during
the spring season, but Reese believes
the benefits do not stop there.
“As opposed to having finals five
or ten days before graduation... with
Short Term the Senior class finishes
its college career with far more time
for reflection,’’said Reese. Other class¬
es benefit as well, Reese maintained.
“Short Term has an important role in
enhancing contact with many people
from a range of classes,” he said, fa¬
cilitated by the fact that some students,
most commonly during junior year,
must sit out Short Term each year since
they may take a maximum of three
short term courses. “Bates Students
don’t always realize the unique oppor¬
tunity they have to get to know seven
classes,” he said.
Besides academic and social op¬
portunities, Short Term also allows stu¬
dents to, “gravitate into their own areas
of interest... while in school and study¬
ing academically,” said Reese. Ranging
from outdoor adventures, like hiking, to
artistic pursuits, the single-class format
of Short Term allows students more
time to immerse themselves in the ac¬
tivities they love.
For some, like freshman Track and
Field team member Alyssa Morgosh,
Short Term provides an opportunity
to dedicate more time to pre-existing
passions. “I’m looking forward to hav¬
ing the opportunity to practice with my
coaches twice a day. The extra practice
should help us surpass our competi¬
tors,” Morgosh exclaimed. For others,
like Junior Eve Boyce, past Short Terms
have provided opportunities to try new
things, like the guitar.
No matter if the student’s focus is
social, academic, or extracurricular dur¬
ing Short Term, Reese emphasized one
overarching theme. “Short Term is a lot
of students’ best time on campus.”

as possible”. According to Dean Foster
Zsiga, the idea of gender neutral hous¬
ing has been well received by students
so far.
Neither the Deans nor Fairfax are
particularly focused on attracting future
Batesies with the housing initiative. In¬
stead, the focus is on the current stu¬
dent body and how this new housing
policy will improve residential life. “We
think it will be helpful to a lot of stu¬
dents and improve the quality of their
residential experience” said Dean Fos¬
ter Zsiga, “we’re really excited and hope
that students are excited and will take
advantage of this. We want students to
have the best residential experience and
think that this will be in support of that
goal.”

V

to their religion “Coming to the U.S.
has without a doubt been a struggle,
but Bates has made this transition into
a different culture much easier. I am eli¬
gible to make this assertion because my
experience abroad in Denmark was oth¬
erwise” explained Basij-Rasika, a native
of Afghanistan. “As a part of the study
abroad program, Bates advises students
to live with a Danish family for a better
cultural immersion. However, the Dan¬
ish Institute of Study Abroad admin¬
istration was unable to find me a host
family because of my religious identity.
It is really disheartening to have part of
your identity rejected and become an
obstacle in your life.”
The Multifaith Chaplaincy is ac¬

cessible to all students, even to those
who do not feel particularly religious,
said Wright-Magoon. “We try more and
more to get the word out that we are
here for everyone.”
Multifaith Fellow Erica Long T2
added, “A lot of students who attend
{PAUSE}, a weekly service in the Cha¬
pel, aren’t necessarily religious. They’re
just looking for a quiet space.”
The Chaplaincy sponsors nonreli¬
gious events including two major lec¬
tures per year and discussion groups
aimed at students who have just re¬
turned from studying abroad. This
year, in conjunction with other com¬
munity organizations, the Chaplaincy
called for a campus-wide experiment,
urging the community to unplug and
put aside technology for one day in
thoughtful contemplation.
The Multifaith Chaplaincy provides
students with the resources to engage
in healthy discussion and to appreci¬
ate cultural and religious differences,
according to its Chaplains. “The talk
by Senator Santorum is a case in point
of the many misconceptions and ste¬
reotypes hovering around Islam post9/11,” said Basij-Rasika. “Nevertheless,
I feel fortunate to be able to openly
provide information from my personal
experience and understanding of the
religion to reduce them.”

News » Campus

“Pass/Fail” option intended to coax
students outside comfort zone
KRISTY HAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The “Pass/Fail” option offered to
students tends to present itself as an
enticing possibility, but few employ it
during their time at Bates. The idea of
eradicating the pressure of grades in or¬
der to enjoy a class for its content alone
is realized all too infrequently.
The idea of a Pass/Fail option at
Bates was initially proposed by Eugene
Wiemers, Vice President of Informa¬
tion and Library Services, and Will
Ambrose, currendy a professor in the
Biology department at Bates, to allow
students the freedom to take any two
courses throughout their Bates career
without the pressure of receiving a let¬
ter grade.
When Wiemers and Ambrose first
drafted the legislation, they asked for
the option of four Pass/Fail classes and
their main objective was to aid students
into an easier transition of taking cours¬
es outside their comfort zone, in order
to enliven their liberal arts experience.
By the time the legislation was passed
on for approval, it had been immensely
watered down, allowing for only a total
of two Pass/Fail courses. Furthermore,

the Pass/Fail option can’t be applied to
General Education Courses or fulfill
GEC, Q, S, or L requirements. This is
because the faculty believes these cours¬
es are “the minimum students must
have to have a rounded education. They
want students to have a fully graded ex¬
perience and do not want them just slid¬
ing by,” Ambrose said.
Although drafted with good inten¬
tions, the option of taking classes Pass/
Fail faced much opposition from the
faculty. Ambrose explained that most
objections were rooted in the fear that,
if students exercised the Pass/Fail op¬
tion, they would “goof off” and fail
to take their classes seriously. Each de¬
partment was left to decide how many
courses can be taken Pass/Fail within
the major or minor. Some majors do
not allow the option to be exercised at
all.
Students are given the right to
keep their Pass/Fail status confiden¬
tial, meaning that only their advisor will
know, unless they opt to tell the profes¬
sor. “Professors do not necessarily need
to know whether a student is exercising
the Pass/Fail option for a certain class
because they may have many different
reasons of taking it and there may also

be the problem of bias” Ambrose said.
The Pass/Fail option can only be
elected until the end of the drop/add
period. This deadline prevents students
from messing around until the end of
the semester and then deciding last
minute to employ the Pass/Fail option
because their grade isn’t high enough.
Furthermore, the administration wants
students to choose classes out of inter¬
est, and commit to performing at a high
academic level early, on in the semester.
“If a student believed he or she was go¬
ing to fail, and they had the option, they
would just exercise the Pass/Fail option,
but if they realized the class would help
their GPA, they would stick with the
letter grade” Ambrose said, “by allow¬
ing students to shop around, the Pass/
Fail system starts becoming manipula¬
tive. A student should be able to decide
whether the course seems interesting or
not during the first week.”
Although the system is not be¬
ing used in the way that Wiemers and
Ambrose originally intended, Ambrose
commented that he was glad that it
could take some pressure off of stu¬
dents in need of some relief from their
academic load.

GARCELON
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Though the dorms are sizeable,
housing nearly 300 students in total
with singles measuring at 110 square
feet and doubles measuring at 210-215
square feet, the buildings “don’t feel as
big as they sound,” explained Deninger.
In fact, the scale of the dorms and their
orientation allow a large portion of the
field space to remain with a few modi¬
fications, she said. Stretching from 155
Bardwell, the new dorm on the south
end of the field, to 171 Bardwell, one
of the two buildings on the north end,
lies 80 yards of free grass covered
space. “While it’s not a regulation field,
it’s pretty darn big. The new field be¬
gins around the commons side 15 yard
line and stops at the pine tree line”
Deninger explained.
The new field space will drop down
a bit to create privacy for adjacent resi¬
dents. It will also be flanked by seating
spaces built into the surrounding land¬
scape, like steps built into a hill facing
away from Garcelon Field.
If all goes as planned, workers
will begin construction on Aug. 25 this
summer and continue until mid-April
of 2014, when the dormitories should
be fully functional. The new dorms will
be open to students of all class years, so
members of the class of 2015 will be
able to live in them.
The College is going to great
lengths to include community input
in all of the design considerations, ex¬
plained Deninger. “It should feel more
like Bates than it did before- that’s the
goal” she said. Cannon architects used
input from students, faculty, alumni and
other community members, to identify

An aerial view of the new Garcelon housing facilities, emboldened. On
the left is the main dorm, 155 Bardwell, running parallel to alumni walk.
Architects plan to install outdoor benches with electrical outlets on either
side of the building to provide outdoor work environments. Opposite the
field are 171 Bardwell and 171 North Bardwell, 155’s counterparts. The
two 171 dorms will be connected by an enclosed in-air walkway.

three over-arching concerns for put¬
ting new buildings on campus. It must
respond to the environment, embrace
sustainability, and create unique spaces
that fit with the College, Deninger ex¬
plained.
Each building will be four stories,
with the upper three floors dedicated
to student residences and the ground
floors containing various “special spac¬
es.” The Cannon design team hopes to
create areas on the base floors of the
new structures that allow for individual
and group studying, public performanc¬
es, recreation and art exhibitions. Spe¬
cial features planned as of now include
multi-purpose rooms, a communal
space to bridge the two north dormito¬
ries, game rooms, art display areas, and
exhibition spaces for sculptures.
In order to keep all new design ele¬
ments “feeling like Bates,” Cannon de¬
signers are dialoguing with community

members about interior design features
like color, level of detail, texture and
furniture type.
The firm has planned design ele¬
ments like glass walls situated to intake
sunlight for natural climate control and
a sustainable insulation system, and has
targeted certain Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design energy effi¬
ciency ratings to respect environmental
concerns and the need for sustainability,
said Deninger. In addition, the firm is
looking into local sources for sustain¬
able building materials. “We want it to
be Maine made” she said.
The new dorms, which will cost
roughly $24 million in construction
dues alone, are also looked at as a fun¬
draising opportunity, with interested
donors already inquiring into giving op¬
portunities targeted at the project.
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The Time Travelers maintain
their dedicated fanbase
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RYAN NOVAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In a special arts exclusive report for
The Student, Ryan Novas ’ll sat down
with the Time Travelers for an inter¬
view following their show at Bates on
Friday, Jan. 20, hosted by Bates radio
WRBC 91.5 FM.
Currendy living, working and per¬
forming in New York City, the Time
Travelers came back to Bates to per¬
form a set for their devoted fan base
here at the College. During their time
at Bates, the Time Travelers sparked a
music scene unrivaled by others. Their
folky rock, comparable to the Fleet

Foxes, is laced with catchy melodies and
unique lyrics.
The band is composed of Bates ’ll
graduates: Edward Sturtevant (guitar
and vocals), Ben Latham (drums), An¬
drew Wilcox (bass and back-up vocals)
and Alex Koster (guitar and vocals.)
Bates College has freshmen that have
never seen you play before last night, could you
introduce yourselves?

Ben Latham: I’m Alex Koster, and
we are Time Travelers.
Edward Sturtevant and Alex
Koster: We’re Time Travelers.
Andrew Wilcox: I’m Edward Stur¬
tevant.
Edward Sturtevant: Hi, I’m Ed¬
ward.

What are your first impressions of being

Obviously, New York is a very different

back at Bates- do you feel like anything has

place than Lewiston. What are some of the

changed?

challenges and opportunities musicians face in

Edward: Still great people having
a great time. It’s so amazing to get back
to Bates.
Ben: The new buildings look nice.
Andrew: The statue of the fat piz¬
za man is no longer in commons. Some¬
one must’ve stolen it.

the big city?

You all graduated about nine months ago.
What does life after Bates look lihe for you?

Edward: We’re living in Brooklyn,
playing music, cutting an album and try¬
ing to find ways to pay rent while we do
that. It’s been a lot of fun—everyone
should come down and visit.
Ben: We have lots of floor space.

Arts & Leisure » Style Spotlight

Your lineup has changed with Travis

Edward: We miss Travis—he has a
great body—but it’s awesome to have a
lead guitarist that can really shred.
Where do you see the Time Travelers go¬
ing in the future?

Edward: Since we are Time Travel¬
ers, we’ve already been to the future but
we’re forbidden to talk about it. We’re
recording an album we hope to finish
by this summer, and released our sec¬
ond EP titled “Vacationland” just yes¬
terday.
To follow the Time Travelers, like
them on Facebook or visit their web¬
sites: timetravelersmusic.com, timetravelers.bandcamp.com.

Brown out and Alex Koster in. How has this

^ Arts & Leisure » DJ of the week

Pinover ’12 leaves blue jeans
and sneakers behind
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

While style cultures exude trends
that are influenced by particular at¬
mospheres, Erin Pinover T2 changes
dressing habits based on the locations
she lives and travels to.
As a temporary resident of Ohio,
she foresees movement in the next year.
“I like watching my style adapt depend¬
ing on where I live,” she said, noting
how different environments certainly
influence her dressing habits.
For Pinover, a consistent element
has been her red hair, regardless of
where she may find herself. “It used
to be much brighter!” she explained,
touching a strand of long wavy hair, “it
has turned slightly auburn.”
As a senior student in her last se¬
mester at Bates, Pinover notices chang¬
es in her style based on Maine’s extreme
and volatile weather patterns. While
she has always dressed according to
the seasons, she has especially noticed
a transition in her wardrobe since her
time as a freshman. Speaking of her old
sneakers and blue jeans, “I used to be
more reserved in my dressing,” she said.
Over the years, Pinover’s color scheme
has grown darker, making it easier and
more natural for her to arrange clothing
pieces.
When it comes to shopping, Pi¬
nover has a penchant for online auc¬
tioning and shopping websites. “I pick
items that are really interesting and
comfortable, often from vintage stores
connected to eBay,” she explained. In
addition to virtual shopping worlds, she
is skilled with a needle and thread—al¬
tering, hemming and modifying cloth¬
ing articles for wear.
Pinover is an advocate of thrift
shopping and she will often make vin-

Andrew: Playing in New York is
different than playing in any other city.
All the best bands are playing there so
you can’t slack off; you have to be firing
on all cylinders.
Alex: There are a lot of logisti¬
cal challenges with transportation of
gear—it’s not like playing on campus
where your gear is right there.
Edward: The fans do a lot more
arm crossing and head nodding than
crowd surfing and throwing up.

affected your music?
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tage or thrift purchases manipulating
the clothing pieces to align them with
her style habits. Convenience and af¬
fordability are two concepts she endors¬
es. “I don’t really follow current trends,”
she remarked, “I don’t think you have
to limit your style based on your finan¬
cial situation.”
Black jeans, big comfortable sweat¬
ers and suede lace-up boots are essen¬
tials that Pinover returns to on a regular
basis. As constants, the wearability of
these items “just comes naturally” and
are easy to throw on.
Pinover has observed personal
dressing tendencies through both her
experiences in traveling abroad and time
spent in various work environments. As
a productions intern at Haute Hippie
in New York City, she wore heels ev¬
eryday. While studying in Buenos Aires,
she wore long dresses. The city streets
were runways for exotic looks and ec¬
centric statements. Overall, “practicali¬
ties may change depending on where
you are,” she said.
“When you’re outside the school
environment there’s room for experi¬
mentation,” she explained, “Not to say
I’m totally reserved in my dressing at
school.”
Pinover has observed the style cul¬
ture at Bates transition into an eclectic
visual arena for personality and expres¬
sion. As she looks towards the future,
she intends to enter a profession in the
arts where her dress style will depict her
as a professional. She hopes to end up
in a city like New York, where people
are “open to new things and appreciate
abnormalities.”
For now, she knows she will not be
wearing rigid suits, dull uniform pieces
and boring business looks—nor will
she change abnormalities like the color
of her hair.

DJ Nasty gains popularity
at weekend events
KRISTY HAN
CONTRUBUTING WRITER

Recently earning “street cred” on
campus for his eclectic music taste and
solid mixing skills, everybody is won¬
dering, who is this mystery freshman?
When on set, Nathaniel Ainley ’15

goes by stage name DJ Nasty, which he
earned after making a dirty joke in Page
Hall. Following this incident, his peers
began referring to him as Nasty Nate.
“It just stuck,” he said.
Originally from Newton, Mas¬
sachusetts, Ainley traded in his bright
yellow New England house (and hot
See DJ NASTY, PAGE 6
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Men’s and women’s track and field
teams finish second at Bates Invitational

Men’s Squash

No. 19 men’s squash endures
tough weekend, defeats Hamilton
ALEX DAUGHERTY
STAFF WRITER

ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Seeking to improve upon impres¬
sive season-opening performances at
the MIT Invitational, the Bates men’s
and women’s indoor track and field
teams returned to the comforts of their
home track this past weekend. Compet¬
ing in the Bates Invitational, the teams
both placed second behind only Divi¬
sion I University of Maine.

Women’s T&F
In finishing second to Maine’s to¬
tal of 241.5, the women’s team accrued
177.50 points, ahead of Colby (148),
Southern Maine (113), Lasell (21), St.
Joseph’s (18) and Gordon (8). Bowdoin,
partaking only in the pentathlon, tal¬
lied eight points. By edging out Colby
for the top spot among the participat¬
ing Division III teams, Bates defeated
the Mules for the second consecutive
weekend.
The women’s meet featured five
event wins for the Bobcats, including
two of the three relays. First-year Sarah
Fusco won the 600 meters in a remark¬
able 1:38.61, the third-fastest time ever
registered by a Bates runner in the race.
Sophomore Kallie Nixon used a time
of 10:37.33 to capture first place in the
3,000 meters race while junior Amanda
Solch was the quickest collegiate runner
in the 1,000 meters event at 3:13.28.
Bates narrowly edged the Universi¬
ty of Southern Maine in the 4x200 relay,
run by first-year Olivia Brown, senior
captain Lizzie Carleton, junior Ansley
Flanagan, and sophomore Angeleque
Hartt. Behind legs from junior Bud
Arens, Fusco, first-year Quincy Snellings, and senior captain Tina Tobin,
Bates won the 4x400 relay in convinc¬
ing fashion.
“All of the relays looked really
strong and it will be exciting to see how
we match up with some of the other
teams as the season progresses,” said

SWIMMING
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

by claiming second place in the 100yard and 200-yard freestyle races.
First-year Sarah Bouchard won
the 1,000-yard freestyle with a time of
10:52.92 and added to her impressive
meet with a second-place finish in the
500-yard freestyle.
Senior captain Kara Leasure led
Bates in the breaststroke events, win¬
ning the 200-yard in 2:29.43 and taking
second in the 100-yard race. Sopho¬
more Emily Depew finished second in
both the 100-yard and 200-yard backstroke events.
Bates captured both diving events,
with first-year Megan Lapp scoring
178.42 points to narrowly defeat her
Bowdoin opponent in the 1-meter
diving competition and senior Jessica
Howard tallying 216.60 points to claim
the top spot in the 3-meter diving com¬
petition.
Junior captain Travis Jones con¬
tinued to assert his dominance for the
men’s team in its 198.5-101.5 loss to
Bowdoin, winning both diving events.
Jones was victorious in the 1-meter
competition with 249.68 points and the
3-meter competition with 270.60.
Jones’ impressive performance fol¬
lowed up his nationals-qualifying and
Tarbell Pool record-breaking dive last
weekend against Middlebury. “Breaking
a pool record and qualifying for nation¬
als was an incredible moment that cul¬
minated from all of the training I did in

senior captain Taylor Piers.
Four Bobcats finished in second
place, with Arens doing so in the mile,
juniors Lindsay Cullen and Lisa Reedich
in the 5,000 meter and 800 meter races,
respectively, and Piers in the triple jump.
Participating in the Bates Pentath¬
lon as part of the Invitational, junior
Kathryn DeAngelis placed seventh and
sophomore Holli Kenison ended up
ninth. The pentathlon consisted of five
track and field events: the 800-meter
run, 60-meter hurdles, high jump, long
jump, and shot put.
The team was pleased with the re¬
sult and encouraged by many of the in¬
dividual achievements. “We had strong
performances in many events leading
to our second place finish,” noted Piers.
“Our team had a long list of personal
records, which is promising this early in
the season,” added Tobin.
The Bobcats continue their quest
to qualify for championship meets
next weekend at the USM Invitational.
“There will be some good teams this
coming weekend, some of which we do
not get to see much during the regular
season,” explained Piers. “Hopefully we
can build on the success of the Bates
Invitational,” said Tobin.

Men’s T&F
Placing second to Division I
Maine’s total of 275 points, the men’s
indoor track and field team amassed
204 points, ahead of Southern Maine
(106), Colby (58), Lasell (29), Gordon
(11) and St. Joseph’s (5). The Bobcats
finished ahead of rival Colby for the
second consecutive week, after edging
the Mules at the MIT Invitational.
Led by junior David Pless, the
Bobcats collected four individual event
wins. Pless, the 2011 NCAA Division
III Indoor Shot Put Champion, shat¬
tered the school record he had set at the
NCAA Championship meet with a top
effort of 56-10. Pless also captured first
the past year,” said Jones. “The support
of my coach, Mike Bartley, was instru¬
mental.”
Captain Tom Boniface won the 200yard freestyle with a season-best time of
1:46.03 while fellow senior Dan Aupi
placed second in the 100-yard freestyle
and third in the 50-yard freestyle.
Senior Alex McKeown captured
first place in the 100-yard breaststroke
at 1:02.53 and followed that feat up with
a second-place finish in the 200-yard
breaststroke. First-year Andrew Seaton
provided two more top-three finishes
for the Bobcats, placing third in both
the 100-yard breaststroke and 200-yard
breaststroke.
Though disappointed with the re¬
sults, the teams were optimistic that the
experience gained from facing a chal¬
lenging opponent would benefit them
in the long run. “The Bowdoin meet
was by far our toughest meet of the
year thus far, in terms of the adversity
we faced as a group,” noted Boniface.
“There were numerous tough, great
swims from several individuals on both
teams, which allowed us to take some¬
thing positive out of the meet.
Determined to erase the sting of
defeat at the paws of the rival Polar
Bears, the Bobcats returned home to
Tarbell Pool the next day for a contest
against Colby. The support of the home
crowd helped cheer the men’s and wom¬
en’s teams to victories over the Mules
for the second consecutive season as
Bates continues to turn the tide in the
historical swimming and diving rivalry
between the two schools.

place in the weight throw with a person¬
al-record of 58-2.
Senior Sam Goldstein and junior
Anthony Haeuser were the team’s other
event winners. Goldstein placed first in
the pole vault at 15-1, ahead of runnerup John Wisener T5. Haeuser won the
60-meter hurdles race in 8.55 seconds,
0.23 seconds faster than third-place fin¬
isher Jarret McKallagat T4. Hauser also
ended up third in the high jump.
The meet featured several top-three
finishes for the Bobcats, including in
both relays. Sean Enos placed second
behind Pless in the shot put and fourth
in the weight throw while fellow firstyear Isaiah Spofford ended up second
in the 60-meters race and third in the
200 meters. Noah Graboys was barely
edged by the first-place runner from
Maine in the mile and fellow sopho¬
more Tully Hannan took third in the
5,000 meters race. Juniors Nick Barron,
Adam Spencer, and Andrew Wortham
each placed third, running in the 1,000
meters, 400 meters, and 3,000 meters
races, respectively. Senior Peter Corco¬
ran edged out first-year John Stansel to
place third in the 800-meters race.
In the 4x400 relay, the Bates four¬
some consisting of Barron, Corcoran,
James LePage T3 and Stansel finished
just 0.06 seconds behind first-place
Maine. In the 4x800 relay, Ben Chebot
T2, Graboys, Mike Martin T4, and Festus Yangani T4 also finished in second.
Participating in the Bates Heptath¬
lon as part of the Invitational, Eric
Wainman T5 placed fourth, David
Hardison T3 finished fifth, and Chris
Halsted T4 ended up seventh. The
heptathlon consisted of seven track
and field events: the 60-meter dash,
1,000-meter run, 60-meter hurdles, high
jump, pole vault, long jump, and shot
put.
The Bobcats return to the track
next weekend at the USM Invitational,
looking to continue their early season
success.

“There is a definite advantage to
swimming at your home pool,” Jones
explained. “When swimming, you know
the feel of the starting blocks and the
marks at the bottom of the pool and
all of those little things can dramatically
change a race or a dive in your favor.”
Holding a slim two-point lead with
just three events remaining, the men’s
team dominated the 100-yard butterfly
race, taking the top three spots to shift
momentum in the favor of the Bobcats.
Boniface captured first place with a
time of 53.81 and was closely followed
by sophomore Venkatesh Duwuri and
first-year Alex Smachlo. Smachlo man¬
aged to touch the wall first in the 200yard butterfly with a time of 2:03.43.
Boniface also won the 100-yard
freestyle in 48.9 seconds and earned rec¬
ognition as the NESCAC Men’s Swim¬
mer of the Week for his performances
over the weekend, which included three
individual event wins and one relay win.
Aupi edged Boniface to win the
100-yard backstroke in 54.08 seconds
and then went on to win the 200-yard
backstroke in 2:00.49. Senior Kick Sulli¬
van handily won the 1000-yard freestyle
with a time of 10:37.44. First-year Matt
Gagne took first place in the 400-yard
individual medley in 4:20.83, ahead of
third-place Andrew Buehler T3 and
fourth-place Cody Jenkins. Jenkins also
finished third in the 200-yard butterfly
race.
Jones again dominated both diving
events, scoring 254.75 in the 1-meter
competition and 216.40 in the 3-meter.
The Bobcats solidified the 163-125 vie-.

LUKE MATARAZZO
Matarazzo, a sophomore guard, was instru¬
mental for a Bates squad that extended
its win streak to four games this weekend.
Behind Matarazzo’s career-high 27 points
and clutch free throw shooting, the Bobcats
survived an overtime thriller against Con¬
necticut College. He then scored 17 points
in a convincing win over Wesleyan to help
vault the Bobcats into a tie for third place in
the NESCAC. Matarazzo’s efforts through¬
out the weekend earned him recognition
from the conference as the NESCAC Men’s
Basketball Player of the Week.

COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMU¬
NICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS
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Anthony Haeuser ’13 captured third place in the high jump at the Bates Invitational with a jump of 5’11.25". His winning
performance in the 60-meter hurdles helped Bates finish second overall at the meet KARA GARLAND/THE BATES STUDENT

The No. 19 ranked Bates men’s
squash team capped a grueling weekend
with a win over NESCAC rival Hamil¬
ton after dropping matches to Cornell,
St. Lawrence, and Western Ontario.
The results left the Bobcats’ record at
4-11, with wins over conference ri¬
vals Amherst, Hamilton and Wesleyan
along with non-conference opponent
Northeastern.
Senior captain Bobby Burns led
the team in its 8-1 victory over the No.
24 ranked Hamilton Colonials. Burns
dominated his opponent at the number
one spot on the ladder, winning in three
straight sets.
“To captain this team and lead
them is a big deal for me because I love
squash and I love this team,” Burns said.
“I am retired from squash in six weeks
so to lead this team through this season
is a big deal for me.”
Juniors Eric Bedell, Walter Cabot
and R.J. Keating swept their matches
in consecutive sets, as did first-years
Andy Cannon, Nabil Saleem and Ja¬
son Shrubb. Sophomore captain Kris¬
tian Muldoon won a tightly contested
3-1 match at the number two spot on
the ladder. Junior David Born dropped
a five-set match, providing Hamilton
with its only point.
Bates returned to the court later in
the afternoon, only to encounter a for¬
midable No. 6 ranked Cornell squad
that managed to win every game and
sweep the contest 9-0. The Bobcats ap¬
peared to have been depleted from two
long days of traveling around upstate
New York and playing four matches in
that span.

Prior to the contests again Hamil¬
ton and Cornell, the team faced No. 12
ranked St. Lawrence University and No.
11 University of Western Ontario.
Burns again provided strong leader¬
ship, winning his match in four sets to
give the Bobcats their only point of the
match. Cannon lost a disappointing,
five-set marathon match at the number
five spot on the ladder after two of the
sets were forced into tiebreakers. Cabot
also lost a close five-set match at the
number six spot on the ladder, despite
winning the first two sets rather handily.
“We came out flat against St. Law¬
rence and they put a licking on us,”
Burns noted. “We’ll learn from that.”
Bates then dropped its match to
Western Ontario later in the day, an¬
other sign that the Bobcats have been
overwhelmed by extremely tough com¬
petition in recent weeks. Though the
schedule has not been favorable, the
team remains confident and focused
on improving every game. “I think the
greatest strength of the men’s and wom¬
en’s teams is the unity that we have,”
Burns noted.
The team will face in-state con¬
ference rival Bowdoin in a mid-week
matchup at home on Jan. 25 before
embarking on another action-packed
weekend that will see the Bobcats face
five different schools, including NE¬
SCAC rival Tufts. Bates is currently
ranked fourth in the conference behind
Trinity, Williams and Middlebury, and
is eagerly anticipating its match against
the latter.
“We have to beat Middlebury,”
Burns said. “They are circled, highlight¬
ed and underlined on my calendar. We
are coming for them.”

tory with a winning time of 1:27.95 in
the 200-yard freestyle relay, swum by
first-year Nate Ainley, Aupi, Boniface
and senior Nate Depew.
The women’s team got off to a
fast start in its 167-120 victory over
the Mules, taking the top two spots in
the 200-yard medley relay. The winning
team, consisting of senior Carole Lupi,
sophomore Amanda Moore, Sergi, and
junior Catherine Sparks, posted a stel¬
lar time of 1:55.33. Moore also won the
100-yard breaststroke in 1:12.46.
Sergi again captured first place in
the 100-yard freestyle with a time of
55.17 and finished second in the 100yard backstroke. Bouchard took second
place in the 1000-yard freestyle while
Emily Depew earned victories in the
100-yard and 200-yard backstroke in
1:02.04 and 2:14.10, respectively.
Geissinger won the 50-yard free¬
style with a time of 25.88 seconds, edg¬
ing her Colby opponent by just 0.01
seconds. Geissinger also placed third
in the 100-yard butterfly race. Leasure
dominated the 400-yard individual
medley, finishing more than seven sec¬
onds ahead of the pack with a 4:49.41
performance. Lapp took first place in
both diving competitions, collecting
193.90 points in the 1-meter and 187.65
in the 3-meter.
Led by Depew, Geissinger, sopho¬
more Carly Hinkle and Sergi, the wom¬
en’s team also closed out the meet in
winning fashion, taking the 200-yard
freestyle relay in 1:41.21.
The men’s team currently has an
overall dual meet record of 6-2, w^th

only one loss coming against NESCAC
competition and the other to Division
I University of Maine. The women’s
team has a 5-3 dual meet record with
two losses to NESCAC schools and one
against the University of Maine.
The performances of the first-years
have been particularly crucial to the
teams’ successes this season. “We have
24 incredible first-years that make up
one-third of our team and they all bring
diverse experiences and talents to the
team,” noted Jones. “In my four years,
I do not think I have seen a freshman
class more determined to prove them¬
selves as well as a group of upperclass¬
men stepping up to meet them,” Lea¬
sure added.
The mid-season training trip seems
to have ignited the teams as they pre¬
pare for the final push before the cham¬
pionship meets. “The team now under¬
stands that when Coach had said we
would surprise ourselves with how well
we would do, he was not just pumping
us up,” explained Leasure. “It turned
out to be the truth for the majority of
our swimmers and divers.”
The ability to remain confident and
focused will determine if the teams can
achieve their ultimate goals of improv¬
ing upon last season’s overall confer¬
ence finishes. They have a few weeks
to train before returning to competition
on Feb. 4 against Connecticut College
and Wellesley. “The dual-meets are a
chance to swim fast and dive well, but
the NESCAC championships are when
the best performances happen,” Jones
concluded.
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Nezinscot Farm’s local and fresh food cultivates
delicious, sustainable options
KARL ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Their omelets are irresistible, their
smoothies are delectable and their prac¬
tices are sustainable. Such is the wonder
and allure of Nezinscot Farm located in
nearby Turner Falls.
Opened in 1987 as the first organic
dairy farm in Maine, Nezinscot is situ¬
ated on top of a picturesque hill about
fifteen minutes north of Bates. Found¬
ers Gregg and Gloria Varney stress the
importance of local and not just organ¬
ic farming practices.
The farm operates on a set of
fundamental ideals, which directs their
methods and modes of production.
“People are unaware where their food
actually comes from,” said Gloria in
regards to the topic of local produc¬
tion. “Just because a product in the
supermarket is labeled as organic really
doesn’t mean much.”
According to Gloria Varney, the
agribusiness industry in America tends

DJ Nasty
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

as well as the hip-hop club. Ainley ex¬
tended his swimming career to college
and is currently swimming for Bates.
His first place finish in the 50-meter
freestyle event against Trinity College
has been his most memorable win.
Possessing an innate love for music,
Ainley started scratching vinyl records
at the early age of twelve. It was not
until later that his love of music trans¬
formed into a passion, and ultimately, a
way of life.
Ainley conducted research on a va¬
riety of artists and music genres after
members of his family encouraged him
to do so. “My cousin’s enthusiasm for
music rubbed off on me,” he said. “I’m
really influenced by him.”
Growing up in California near a
major hub of musical talent fed Ainley’s

to focus on quantity rather than qual¬
ity of food, noting that Nezinscot at¬
tempts to challenge this popular trend,
considering the farm as her personal
classroom to teach customers about the
importance of local food sustainability.
“Everything at our farm store is either
from our business or other businesses
in the area that instill our core values of
keeping consumers aware of what they
buy,” she explained.
Within the Nezinscot Farm Store,
customers can purchase an array of
products from fresh-squeezed milk to
a variety of freshly-baked breads. The
cafe is the largest attraction for most
Batesies, according to Gloria Varney.
Using local vegetables, homemade sau¬
sage and their own farm fresh eggs and
cheese, Nezinscot’s omelets are perhaps
one of the most hearty and delicious
menu options in the Lewiston-Auburn
area. Of course, in addition to the main
course, you can enjoy smearing home¬
made jam and butter on sides of freshly
baked toast. And if the meal leaves you
thirsty? Try one of the cafe’s all natural

berry smoothies for thirst-quenching
sustenance.
Along with omelets and smooth¬
ies, Nezinscot’s cafe offers an array of
baked goods, as well as lunch and din¬
ner options. Their homemade, choco¬
late glazed cider donuts are particularly
soft, warm and scrumptious. The farm
also offers an exquisite array of sand¬
wiches, pancakes and french toast to
satisfy your appetite for everything that
is local and delicious.
The greatest part about visiting
and dining at Nezinscot is consuming
goods from a locally sustainable food
business. The next time you need to get
off campus and try something refresh¬
ing, go for the best local, fresh and nu¬
tritious foods around—take the trip to
Nezinscot—it’s worth the scenic drive.
Nezinscot Farm is located 15 minutes
north of Bates off route 4 in Turner Falls.
Once on route 4, take a right at the second
flashing orange light onto Turner Center road.
The farm is half a mile on your left.

passion for the art. “I was often sur¬
rounded by many talented individuals
and was immensely influenced by my
musician friends along the way.” Some
of his favorite genres include Frenchnew-wave-disco-electro, 90’s hip-hop,
jazzy hip-hop, reggae, alternative and
indie rock. With the support and moti¬
vation of his cousin and friends, Ainley
flourished as a young mix master.
DJing at some of the most wellattended parties and dances of the year,
Ainley has experienced the ups and
downs of the DJ lifestyle. “The best
part about being a DJ is sharing your
collection and love for music with oth¬
ers,” he said. “It’s a good feeling when
you play something you recently found
and people like it.” And the worst part
about being a DJ? “Getting your shit
stolen and getting really terrible re¬
quests. . .It’s stressful.”
President of DJ Society Ryan
Strehlke T2 has aided Ainley’s transition
into the music scene at Bates. “I owe ev¬
erything I have accomplished so far to

Ryan,” said Ainley. As the DJ Society
continues to accumulate an exceedingly
large number of followers this school
year, the organization’s presence at ma¬
jor social events throughout the winter
semester is sure to be hotter than ever.
Now in the second semester of
his college career, Ainley is still unsure
about his chosen area of study. For
now, he says, “I’m trying out the whole
economics thing.”
When you’re itching for those
weekend jams, you may wonder where
you can listen in. DJ Nasty is sure to be
found tearing the stage up at weekend
get togethers and events of all sorts.

Kathryn Stockett's The Help
narrates the plight of
domestic servants tionship between
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It is the dead of night on a swel¬
tering weekday in the early 1960s and
the upstanding white ladies of Jackson, Mississippi have long turned in to
catch some precious beauty sleep- save
one. From behind tightly closed blinds,
Miss Eugenia (Skeeter) Phelan is bent
over a typewriter, furiously recording
the responses of two women, Aibileen
and Minny—she has been interviewing
them for hours. This scene is unnatu¬
ral in the context of a sleepy, southern
town experiencing the powerful heat
of the Civil Rights Movement. A white
woman is not only interacting with two
black maids, but is doing so in the sur¬
roundings of these women’s homes
during a period when public spaces are
segregated by skin color and white so¬
ciety censures extensive “mingling” be¬
tween the races.
In Kathryn Stockett’s bestselling
and somewhat controversial novel,
The Help, Skeeter discards all southern
codes of social conduct by collaborat¬
ing with maids, Aibileen and Minny,
to write a book detailing the plight of
colored domestic servants employed in
American households.
A recent graduate of Ole Miss and
(by 60s standards) a relatively old bachelorette, Skeeter epitomizes the exact op¬
posite of your average southern belle.
She is somewhat alienated from Jack¬
son’s exclusive circle of white women.
During her book writing process,
Skeeter is not only forced to come to
terms with her society’s prejudices, but
is also able to explore the relations be¬
tween domestic servants and the fami¬
lies they work for. Many maids’ stories
within Skeeter’s book contain both the
good and the bad, suggesting the pres¬
ence of an antithetical, love-hate rela¬

employee and em¬
ployer.
Jackson’s white ladies are practi¬
cally raised by their colored help due to
their inattentive biological mothers; yet
reach maturity only to adopt the racist
notions of their society. This pattern
is demonstrated in The Help by Aibileen’s tendency to care for white chil¬
dren throughout their infancy, only to
promptly seek employment with a dif¬
ferent family as soon as the child begins
attending school.
“Taking care of white babies,
that’s what I do,” reflects Aibileen in
the opening chapter. “I done raised
seventeen kids in my lifetime.” By leav¬
ing them in their youth, Aibileen avoids
having to witness these children adopt
racist attitudes after being exposed to
them in school.
Miss Hilly Holbrooke, the ring¬
leader of Jackson’s elite circle of upper
class white women, is one of the more
colorful characters of the book. By far
the nastiest employer of Skeeter’s book,
she accuses her maids of stealing and
launches a campaign tided the “Home
Help Sanitation Initiative” to ensure
that each Jackson household installs a
separate, colored bathroom for their
help. Hilly, ironically, uses her position
as president of the Junior League to or¬
ganize a fundraiser for “the Poor Starv¬
ing Children of Africa” while treating
the blacks in her own community inhu¬
manely.
The strengths of Stockett’s novel
include the accurately reproduced and
finely crafted African American vernac¬
ular of the 60s and the unique format
of the book, with each chapter vacil¬
lating between the voices of Skeeter,
Aibileen and Minny. Finally, Stockett’s
decision to focus on domestic servants,
who even today are rarely viewed as
contributors to the Civil Rights Move¬
ment, is refreshing.

inter Carnival

Hosted by Bates Outing Gub, student competi¬
tors race to consume 12 hot dogs (and buns).
Jack Schneider ’12 wins in a record-setting 5:56.
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Men’s basketball shoot¬
ing for five straight
LUCAS DENNING
STAFF WRITER

One week removed from a sweep
of bitter rivals Bowdoin and Colby, the
Bates men’s basketball team collected
two more victories. The Bobcats now
boast a four-game NESCAC win streak
and 4-2 conference record.
In the first game of the weekend,
the Bobcats survived a high-scoring
overtime thriller against the Connecti¬
cut College Camels with an 84-80 vic¬
tory. Sophomore guard Luke Matarazzo
scored a career-high 27 points, includ¬
ing six key crunch time free throws,
to lead the Bobcats to their third con¬
secutive NESCAC win. Senior John
Squires finished with 14 points and 12
rebounds and junior Ed Bogdanovich
added 12 points and nine rebounds to
help anchor the paint. Squires, recendy
named Maine’s Player of the Week by
the Maine Men’s Basketball Coaches
and Writers Association, recorded his
third straight double-double.
Senior captain Reid Christian scored
all 15 of his points on three-point at¬
tempts. Christian’s sharp shooting kept
the Camels at bay throughout the game
and put the game out of reach during
overtime. Junior Mark Brust contribut¬
ed eight points and senior captain Kyle
Philbrook added four assists off the
bench in the fast-paced, exciting game.
Bates enjoyed a considerably large
45-28 rebounding advantage over the
Camels, helping to create several sec¬
ond-chance scoring opportunities. The
rebounding discrepancy was a pleasant
j surprise to a team that anticipated its
j lack of height relative to other NESj CAC foes as a potential impediment
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Women’s hoops blocked by Conn.
College, Wesleyan
ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off a convincing win over
rival Bowdoin, the Bates women’s bas¬
ketball team traveled on the road this
past weekend for two key conference
matchups. After losing to a formidable
Connecticut College Camels squad, the
Bobcats suffered a disappointing defeat
the next day to the Wesleyan University
Cardinals, bringing the team’s NESCAC
record to 2-4.
Against Connecticut College, the
Bobcats shot just 33.9 percent from the
field and allowed the Camels to shoot
48.0 percent in the 71-56 defeat. Bates
trailed by nine at the intermission, but
a 15-6 run by the Camels in the sec¬
ond half put the game out of reach.
The Bobcat attack was anchored by se¬
nior captains Lauren Dobish and Annie
Burns. Dobish recorded a season-high
17 points on an efficient 6-9 shooting
to go with six rebounds and two steals,
while Burns submitted a complete ef¬
fort of eight points, a season-high eight
rebounds, five assists and three steals.
First-year Molly Brown, recently named
Maine’s Rookie of the Week for the
second consecutive week, contributed
three three-pointers and 13 points off
the bench. Finishing with 56 points,
Bates was held well below its season av¬
erage of 68.9 points per game, which
ranks second in the NESCAC.
“It’s always hard to play on the road
and, to their credit, this is the best Con¬
necticut College team that I have seen in
my four years,” said Burns. “We lacked
focus on defense, which really hurt us.”
The Bobcats returned to the court
the following day, looking to defeat
a Wesleyan squad that had lost seven
of the teams’ last nine head-to-head
matchups. Bates impressed through¬
out the first half and led by as many
as nine before Wesleyan closed the gap

Bogdanovich accentuated the re¬
bounding differential as an indication
of the team’s effort. “We all take pride
in working hard and hustling every play
and it has been showing lately with our
rebounding and second-chance oppor¬
tunities,” he said.
Playing on short rest the next day,
the Bobcats traveled to Wesleyan for
a matchup against former Bates head
coach Joe Reilly. Mark Brust provided
the scoring punch, registering a careerhigh 24 points in a convincing 77-60
win over the Cardinals. The victory
gave the Bobcats their fourth consecu¬
tive conference win and placed them
in a tie with Tufts for third place in the
NESCAC standings.
A close game five minutes into the
second half, the Bobcats stepped up
their play on both ends of the court to
secure a commanding lead. Bates shot
60 percent from the floor in the second
half for a seventeen-point differential in
the period after the teams went into the
intermission tied. Squires and Mattarazzo continued their outstanding play
with 17 points each and Bogdanovich
poured in nine rebounds to conclude a
fantastic weekend for the team.
Matarazzo’s exceptional two-day
performances earned him recognition
from the conference as the NESCAC
Men’s Basketball Player of the Week.
He is the Bobcats’ first recipient of the
honor since Brian Ellis T1 on Nov. 29,
2010.
The Bobcats return to the court on
Jan. 25 for a non-conference matchup
against Husson before continuing NE¬
SCAC play on Jan. 28 at Tufts Univer¬
sity. Bates will be looking to extend its
four-game conference win streak to five
against the 4-2 Jumbos.

Sports » Skiing
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Alpine and Nordic ski teams combine for respectable
7tn place finish at Bates Carnival
Taylor 12 and Buetow ’14 lead Nordic team to Broomhall Cup

Sports » Women's Squash

Ariffin drops first match, women’s
squash continues stellar season
ALEX DAUGHERTY
STAFF WRITER
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Alex Jones, senior captain of the Alpine ski team, finished 13th in the Giant Slalom. CORY RANSOM/COURTESY PHOTO
PALO PEIRCE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Bates Alpine and Nordic teams
combined to ski to a seventh place fin¬
ish at the 2012 Bates Carnival held this
past weekend.
Senior captain Alex Jones and firstyear Emily Hayes led the Bates Alpine
ski team’s effort at the carnival hosted
at Sunday River. Under cloudy skies
and light snow, Jones finished 15th in
Saturday’s men’s slalom (SL), his second
straight top-15 finish, skiing a ninth
place first run and a 17th place second
run. The Stratton Mountain School
alum also took 13th in the men’s giant
slalom (GS) on Friday. “I skied better
in the GS, as the conditions were pretty
epic and I was able to throw down some
righteous runs,” Jones said.
Among 81 competitors, Coleman
Lieb T4 finished 29th overall and sec¬
ond for the Bobcats in the SL, while Pe¬
ter Cole T5 raced to 41st in the SL. In
Friday’s GS event, first-year Brent Tal¬
bot rounded out the scoring for Bates
with a 39th place finish.
A strong effort by the women’s
team was headed by Hayes, who fin¬
ished fifth overall out of the 74 skiers
in Saturday’s women’s SL. Junior captain
Zoe Livingston continued the women’s
SL success by tying for 20th place.
April Dunleavy T5, ranked ninth in the
nation in SL, did not finish her second
SL run.
In her first carnival, Dunleavy
surged to a ninth place finish out of the
66 competitors in Friday’s women’s GS
event. “I had to start in the back as it
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was my first carnival, but now I skied
well enough to improve my seed and
I look to slay it in the next carnival,”
Dunleavy said. Hayes and Katie Fitz¬
patrick ’15 claimed 25th and 26th plac¬
es, respectively, with Livingston close
behind at 27th in the GS event.
“The team is looking to improve
our start positions and looking to throw
down some beastmode runs at the
UNH Carnival hosted at Attitash next
weekend,” Jones said.
Fellow senior captain Bump Heldman was unfortunately not able to
compete in the carnival after sustain¬
ing a broken leg in training two weeks
ago. Heldman hopes to return for the
last two carnivals to be able to qualify
for the NCAA Ski Championships in
March.
The Bates Nordic ski team captured
the sixth annual Broomhall Cup of the
Maine’s Collegiate Nordic Ski Champi¬
onships this past weekend. Colby previ¬
ously held the tide, which is comprised
of the combined results from the wom¬
en’s 5K and men’s 10K freestyle races.
The Bates women’s team had an
impressive showing in Friday’s events,
placing third out of 12 teams behind
only the Vermont and Dartmouth
teams. Senior Beth Taylor took sixth
place in the 10K Freestyle on Friday
and finished 12th in Saturday’s 10K
Classic Mass Start race. Hallie Grossman T5 finished in 33:19.1 for 17th
on the 10K course at Black Mountain
in her collegiate carnival debut while
Gretchen Sellegren T3 placed 37th in
34:23.1. Talyor and Grossman finished
sixth and 11th, respectively, out of the

96 competitors in the Women’s 5K.
For the men, Jordan Buetow T4
led the team for the second straight day,
placing 32nd out of 108 skiers on Sat¬
urday and eighth out of 110 skiers in
the 10K event on Friday. Junior captain
Lucas Milliken took home 49th place in
the 10K on Friday.
Taylor, Grossman and Sellegren
were named Women’s First Team AllState while Andrea Fisher T4 was
named to the Second Team. Buetow
earned Men’s First Team All-State hon¬
ors and Milliken, Hamilton and Jimmy
Burnham T2 were named to the Sec¬
ond Team.

to just one before the intermission. An
early 8-1 run in the second half gave
the Bobcats a seven-point lead but the
Cardinals would not be denied. Wesley¬
an overcame the deficit, and the game
seemed destined to go down to the wire
until a late run by the Cardinals with six
minutes remaining shifted momentum
in favor of the home team. Bates shot
just 32.8 percent from the field in the
78-67 loss. After converting on 16 of 20
free throws in the first half, the Bobcats
attempted just four in the second half.
Allie Beaulieu’s 14 points and seasonhigh eight rebounds paced the Bobcats
off the bench, as did fellow junior Taryn
O’Connell’s ten points and first-year Allaina Murphy’s nine points and eight re¬
bounds. Senior captain Kelsey Flaherty
connected on all eight of her free throw
attempts, leading scorer Meredith Kelly
T4 added nine points, and Burns col¬
lected six assists and six rebounds.
Wesleyan’s come-from-behind win
was particularly hard to swallow for the
Bobcats. “We often play really well in
spurts throughout the game,” explained
Flaherty. In such a competitive confer¬
ence it is important to play well for 40
minutes. We lost focus in the second
half of the Wesleyan game and we let
the game get away from us.”
However, the team is already look¬
ing ahead to the upcoming sched¬
ule. After a non-conference matchup
against St. Joseph’s (Maine) on Jan. 24,
the team returns to conference play on
Jan. 28 against a Tufts squad currently
second in the conference.
“We only have four NESCAC
games left and each game is crucial for
us to win in order to make the NES¬
CAC tournament,” Dobish noted.
“We only have one home weekend left
against Amherst and Trinity and with
the support of our fans we are hoping
to have a strong home court advantage
and get the wins.”

The Bates women’s squash team
continued to impress this past weekend,
claiming matches over St. Lawrence and
Hamilton after defeating conference ri¬
val Colby in a mid-week matchup. The
results, which included a loss to Cornell,
left the No. 9 ranked Bobcats with an
overall record of 11 -4.
The weekend began with a domi¬
nating 9-0 win over No. 27 ranked St.
Lawrence University. With first-year
standout Nessrine Ariffin sitting out, ju¬
nior captain Cheri-Ann Parris debuted
at the number one spot on the ladder
for the first time this season, winning
her match in four sets. First-year Rokya
Samake also claimed a four-set victory
at the number nine spot. At the Nos.
2 through 8 spots, Bates swept every
match in three sets with a combined
point margin of 198-61. First-years Lesea Bourke, Myriam Kelly, and Chloe
Mitchell, along with sophomores Ali
Bragg, Rakey Drammeh, and Samantha
Matos, all won with 3-0 scores.
The Bobcats then traveled to Ham¬
ilton College for contests against No.
7 ranked Cornell and No. 18 ranked
Hamilton.
Ariffin was handed her first colle¬
giate loss in four sets at the number one
spot, as Bates fell to Cornell 9-0. Ariffin
seemingly expended all of her energy
during a marathon third set that she ul¬
timately lost 16-14. Ariffin had started
the season with a 12-0 record that in¬
cluded an extraordinary win over the
reigning NESCAC player of the year
from Trinity.
“I think Nessrine’s win over the
Trinity number one was the biggest mo¬
ment for both teams so far this season,”
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said Bobby Burns T2, the men’s team
captain. “Having her as an anchor for
the women’s team is a blessing.”
Parris managed to win the first two
sets of her match before falling 3-2,
while Bragg forced a tiebreaker to take
the third set before bowing out in four.
Bates returned to its winning ways
later in the afternoon for a 7-2 victory
over the Continentals. Ariffin won in
four sets at the number one spot while
Parris swept her match in three sets at
the number two spot. Bourke, Kelly,
Matos, and Mitchell also swept matches
for the Bobcats. Drammeh accounted
for the team’s seventh point with a 3-1
win at the number six spot.
“I feel that our team is willing to
help each other improve every day and
that is what makes our team so great,”
Ariffin said.
The Bobcats began the week with
a convincing 9-0 win over bitter NES¬
CAC rival Colby, as a determined Bates
squad prevented the Mules from cap¬
turing a single game. Ariffin and Parris
led the team to sweeps at the top of the
ladder while Bourke, Bragg, Drammeh,
Kelly, Matos, Mitchell, and Samake all
recorded three-set wins of their own.
Despite playing against some of the
toughest competition in the country on
a weekly basis, the team currently sits
behind only Trinity in the NESCAC
pecking order.
“I hope that our team can maintain
the good ranking we have right now and
do well at the NESCAC Championships
and Nationals in February,” Ariffin said.
Until then, the team will remain fo¬
cused on its next action, which comes
next weekend against NESCAC rival
and No. 21 ranked Tufts University.

Sports » Swim & Dive

Men’s and women’s swimming/div¬
ing fall to Bowdoin, defeat Colby
ALEX DAUGHERTY
STAFF WRITER

Jordan Buetow '14 earned
Team All-State honors.
GREENBLATT/THE BATES

The Bates men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams competed
against rivals Bowdoin and Colby this
past weekend, hoping to continue their
impressive 2011-2012 campaigns. After
suffering losses against the formidable
Polar Bears, the teams returned home
to edge the Mules, giving the Bobcats
momentum as they head into the final
stretch run.

As has been the case all season
long, the performances of the firstyears were essential to the success of
the women’s team in its 171.5-128.5 loss
at Bowdoin. First-year Gabrielle Sergi
won two events, touching the wall first
in 25.09 seconds in the 50-yard freestyle
and in 55.09 seconds in the 100-yard
freestyle. Sergi held on to edge sopho¬
more teammate Emilie Geissinger, who
helped demonstrate the team’s domi¬
nance in short-distance freestyle races
See SWIMMING, PAGE 7

